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Availability of digital elevation models (DEM) of increased spatial resolution has triggered interest in texture-
based methods for automated geomorphometry. This prospect is all the more appealing concerning tropical
countries for which mapping of geomorphic entities has remained limited despite its relevance for natural
resource assessment and land planning. In this paper we applied to the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) DEM amultiscale texture analysis based on Fourier 2D periodogram (FOTOmethod) to reach a spatially
coherentmapping that would agree with current knowledge over the conterminous territories of French Guiana
and Amapa (Brazil). Through a principal component analysis, FOTO-extracted textural features were found
complementary and combined with six common physiographic criteria (convexity, wetness index, dissection,
elevation, and percent of steep and low slopes) calculated from theDEM. This provided a primary semiautomated
mapping of 16 classes of landform types. To increase legibility, we aggregated into eight landscape unit classes
that were themost similar in terms of texture and relief criteria while being frequently contiguous. The resulting
map was compared with existing maps that were, however, more local or of lesser resolution and informative
content over the region of interest. Multiscale Fourier spectra proved useful to depict land surface texture and,
in synergy with relief variables, allowed identifying a large variety of landforms for broad-scale geomorphic
mapping in the humid tropics.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

General geomorphometry is the measurement and analysis of
landform characteristics that are applicable to any continuous rough
surface (Mark, 1975). The worldwide availability of DEM now calls for
designing methods to efficiently apply geomorphometry principles
in territories for which geormorphic mapping is underdeveloped and
lacking. This lack of geomorphological studies and maps is particularly
apparent within the humid tropical regions that are much diversified
(Thomas, 2006; Migon, 2009). This geomorphological diversity
(Panizza, 2009) is explained by the various processes of morphogenesis
(climate change, tectonic history) impacting the region differently
depending on the lithology (Walsh and Blake, 2009). These processes
lead to a diversity of landforms as natural objects partitioning the
earth surface and defining boundary conditions for processes operative
in thefields of geomorphology, hydrology, ecology, pedology and others
MRBotany andModeling of the
ontpellier, France.
icourt).
(MacMillan and Shary, 2008; Dragut and Eisank, 2012). In Amazonia,
geomorphological diversity proved to be an important explanatory
factor for differences in forest ecosystem functioning and spatial biodi-
versity patterns (Slaymaker et al., 2009) observed at local (Sabatier,
2006; Guitet et al., 2015b) and regional scales (Hammond, 2005). At
the local scale (landforms b1 km2), soil cover varies along the catena
depending on the position on the landform and exerts an abiotic filter
on the local assemblages of vegetal species (Sabatier et al., 1997). At
the intermediate scale (i.e., 1–1000 km2), differences in landform
assemblages owing to erosional, hydrological, and weathering histories
inform on forest dynamics and influence forest structure (Paget, 1999;
Bispo et al., 2016). At broad scales (N1000 km2), the diversity of geo-
morphological landscapes is relevant to understand the establishment
of present biogeographic zones, explain floristic composition patterns,
and help understand spatial variation in carbon stocks (Hammond,
2005; Figueiredo et al., 2013; Guitet et al., 2015a). As a consequence,
the development of large-scale geomorphological analyses (at regional
or continental scale) is necessary to better understand the past, current,
and future functioning of tropical forest ecosystems in the context of
global changes (Slaymaker et al., 2009) and have better tools tomanage
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lands, resources, and ecosystem services. Unfortunately, the geomor-
phological maps that are available at large scales in many forested
tropical territories, of sparse population and limited accessibility, are
generally old and expert-based products of low mapping resolution.
Products based on expert knowledge often follow aims and methods
specific to each country or region and are difficult to compare or harmo-
nize over large, transborder areas. This situationmakes geomorphology
underused in biodiversity and conservation studies as well as in natural
resource assessment and land planning.

Thanks to airborne or space observation, the increased availability of
DEMs covering a large range of scales opens avenues to address semi-
automated geomorphological mapping at broad scale. The strength of
the semi-automatic methods is to generate maps that are consistent
over space and comparable across different regions. The availability
of DEMs has triggered burgeoning interest for algorithms aimed
at extracting geomorphometric signatures from land surface data. A
large share of these studies have dealt with small to intermediate scales
of 100–1000 km2 using DEMs of high spatial resolution (often cells
of 1 m or less in the field) to accurately locate and map particular
geomorphic entities such as landslides and valleys (Perron et al., 2008;
Booth et al., 2009; Trevisani et al., 2012).

Studies targeting broader scales and a variety of geomorphic entities
have been comparatively rare in spite of the provision of the Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (Farr et al., 2007; NASA, 2013), with spatial
resolution (cell size) of ca. 30 m (1 arcsec) (released by NASA, 2013).
While SRTM DEMs provide avenues for landform classifications at
regional and global scales (Dragut and Eisank, 2012), few studies have
aimed at worldwide mapping following the pioneering work of
Iwahashi and Pike (2007). Moreover, the design of these products
targeting a global scale is irrelevant for regional uses, especially in the
Amazonian region that appears, wrongly, as uniform in Dragut and
Eisank (2012) or that expresses noisy patterns in Iwahashi and Pike
(2007). However, the vision underlying these recent developments,
i.e., designing meaningful geomorphic features for computation from
SRTM elevation data, is far reaching and shows the potential of these
data for automated extraction of geomorphic signatures over territories
devoid of adequate landform or landscape mapping. More specifically,
Dragut and Eisank (2012) emphasized that using SRTM elevation as a
single input variable can lead to reasonable results (through object-
oriented classification). Iwahashi and Pike (2007) introduced
elevation-derived surface texture among three input geometric criteria
(Pike, 1988) of an automated algorithm. But several aspects of the
texture concept (Haralick et al., 1973) have not been considered by
these last authors who limited themselves to the frequency analysis of
pits and peaks for processing SRTM elevation data. Several well-
established approaches to image texturing based on geostatistical
functions (Balaguer et al., 2010; Trevisani et al., 2012), grey level co-
occurrence matrix (i.e., GLCM; Haralick et al., 1973; Hua et al., 2006),
wavelets (e.g., Ollier et al., 2003; Jordan and Schott, 2005), or Fourier
2D Periodogram or power spectrum (Couteron et al., 2006; Perron
et al., 2008; Booth et al., 2009) can help extract more information than
in Iwahashi and Pike (2007). Although Fourier analysis has long been
considered (Evans, 1972; Mark, 1975) and used in geomorphology
(e.g., Hanley, 1977; Harrison and Lo, 1996), its usage remained rare
and confined to the most straightforward application detecting and
quantifying quasi-periodic patterns such as knolls, ridges, or valleys
(Hanley, 1977; Mugglestone and Renshaw, 1998; Perron et al., 2008).
However, landscape ecology recognizes that Fourier spectra are
generally informative on very diverse types of spatial patterns ranging
from quasi-periodic to scaleless (i.e., fractal-like) (Keitt, 2000;
Couteron et al., 2006). This supports the opinion of Perron et al.
(2008) that Fourier spectral analysis is a robust means of analyzing
topographic attributes and provides measurements for structures that
have remained difficult to be objectively quantified, albeit often being
visually apparent.
In this paper,we use Fourier spectra provided by the two-dimensional
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to address the mapping of landform
and landscape-based spatial entities (MacMillan et al., 2003) calculated
from SRTM elevation in tropical South America. We show that the multi-
variate comparison ofmany such spectra (Fourier-based Textural Ordina-
tion, FOTO method; Couteron, 2002; Couteron et al., 2006) can provide
robust, multiscale texture indices of topography (or terrain grain). Fur-
thermore, we will show that these indices are relevant for characterizing
simultaneously landform shapes, repetitions, and spatial connectivity
(here referred to as “landform-types”). We combine such texture indices
with six common physiographic criteria (or geometric signatures sensu
Pike, 1988) to reach landform-type mapping, which will be further
simplified into a map of landscape units.

We applied our approach to a large northeastern part of the Guiana
shield (220,000 km2), made of French Guiana and the Brazilian state of
Amapa, which is largely covered by forests. As for a large share of the
humid tropics, consistent mapped information on relief, soils, and
vegetation are not available for natural resource assessment and land
planning that would concern both territories. Previous studies in French
Guiana have proven that the mapping of landforms and landscapes is
relevant for understanding spatial patterns of biodiversity and forest
resources (Slaymaker et al., 2009; Sabatier, 2006; Guitet et al., 2015b).
For this, a detailed geomorphological object-based map of landscapes is
already available over French Guiana ca. 83,000 km2 (Guitet et al.,
2013). This map was established from SRTM digital elevation data
using an object-based identification of individual landforms coupled
with a multivariate analysis and expert delineation of broader entities,
called landscape classes. Extending this quite heavy mapping process to
larger parts of the Guiana shield in neighboring countries is limited by
insufficient availability of experts and trained operators as often in trop-
ical countries. Our aim is to demonstrate here that texture analysismakes
it possible to semi-automatically map landforms from SRTM data in a
way reproducible over very large areas as to help in assessing natural
resources and biodiversity in the humid forested tropical landscapes.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area

Our study area included French Guiana (83,000 km2) and the adja-
cent federal state of Amapa (142,000 km2, Brazil) in northeastern
South America (Fig. 1). Amapa is delimited in the southeast by the
Amazon River and to the northeast by the Atlantic Ocean. The Jari
River in the southwest and west marks the frontiers with the federal
Brazilian state of Para. French Guiana is located between the Oiapoque
River in the east (border with Amapa) and the Maroni River in the
west (border with Suriname). Southward it borders with Amapa
through the ‘Tumuc – Humac’ mountains (Fig. 1). The two territories
are located between 6°N and 1°5′S and between 55°W to 49°5′W.
Equatorial climate is prevalent over both territories. Combined with
proximity to the Atlantic Ocean, it induces high annual rainfall (usually
N2000mm)and high humidity because of high and quite stable temper-
atures throughout the year (mean N 20 °C every month).

Amapa and French Guiana extend over the low eastern part of the
Guiana shield (Fig. 1) (Paget, 1999; Delor et al., 2003)where the ancient
Precambrian crust is N2 Gy old and close to 3 Gy old southeast of Amapa
(Santos et al., 2000). The Guiana shield is highly eroded and low
elevated (maximum height about 850 m asl in our area) and has
experienced volcanic, plutonic, and metamorphic episodes during
“paleoproterozoic” (Delor et al., 2003). It is organized in three main
belts, parallel to the eastern coastal plain, separated by three
synclinorium. The first belt, adjacent to the coastal plain, is composed
of low granitic plateaus (about 100 m asl) of lower Proterozoic (IBGE,
2004). It is delimited by a northern synclinorium in French Guiana
(Paget, 1999), with volcano-sedimentary origin and covered by lateritic
crust up to 500 m elevation (Choubert, 1957). Next to the first belt, a



Fig. 1. Simplified morphostructural sketch map of the Eastern Guiana shield. 1) Guiana shield: granitic plateau I; 2) Guiana shield: granitic plateau II; 3) Guiana shield: septentrional
amazonian depression; 4) Guiana shield: northern synclinorium; 5) Guiana shield: southern synclinorium and central mountain range; 6) Guiana shield: Tumuc-Humac synclinorium;
7) Phanerozoic sediments: Amazon sedimentary basin; 8) Phanerozoic sediments: Amapá coastal tableland; 9) Phanerozoic sediments: Quaternary coastal plain. From: Magnani,
1952; Boaventura and Narita, 1974; Paget, 1999; Santos et al., 2000; Delor et al., 2003; IBGE, 2004.
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suite of mountain ranges features the southern synclinorium (with
some areas about 500 m asl) in French Guiana (Paget, 1999) that is
linked to Serra Lombarda in the center of Amapa (IBGE, 2004). These
ranges separate the first belt from the more inland second belt, which
is a large granitic plateau in the central area of Amapa State and the
southern part of French Guiana (about 200 m asl) (Paget, 1999; IBGE,
2004). This plateau becomes a low-relief plain on the French Guiana
side (Guitet et al., 2013). The large area of “Amapa's hills” (IBGE,
2004) occurs between the first and second belts. In these belts, the
networks of rivers connect the Guiana shield to the ocean through
grand rivers such as Oiapoque and Maroni. The third belt, exclusively
in Amapa, is the Tumuc-Humac synclinoriumwith the highest elevation
observed in the Amapa territory (closer than 650 asl) and is bordered by
the Tumuc-Humac Mountains (south of French Guiana) and Serra
Iratapuru Mountains (IBGE, 2004).

Tabular and residual reliefs occur in southern Amapa on Paleozoic
and Cenozoic rocks of the Amazon basin (Gibbs and Barron, 1993;
IBGE, 2004). Here, the tabular relief of Maracanaquara plateau delimit
the southern border of Guiana shield (Fig. 1). In the state of Amapa,
unconsolidated Pleistocene sediments constitute theQuaternary coastal
plain that is characterized in the North Cape by several lakes connecting
the main rivers of the mouth of the Amazon. This coast is highly
floodable, especially along the Amazon River and its mouth, mainly
owing to the slight elevation (Magnani, 1952; Boaventura and Narita,
1974; Jardim et al., 2015).

2.2. Data

Analyses were performed from the SRTM data acquired by NASA in
February 2000 (see Farr et al., 2007 for technical details) at the
increased resolution of 1 arcsec (published for open access by NASA in
2013). Such data approximates the elevation at the top of vegetation.
The vertical accuracy of SRTM data has been assessed as being about
10 m for the 3 arcsec version (Bourgine and Baghdadi, 2005). We used
data at 1 arcsec as digital elevation model (DEM) as variations of canopy
height are small over the dense humid tropical forest. Indeed, canopy
height variation among five broad forest types in French Guiana were
barely detectable from the 3 arcsec SRTM (Fayad et al., 2014). The
elevation data may, however, include spatial variation in vegetation
height in coastal areaswhere landscapes include forest andnonforestmo-
saics. For training purposes, we used a geomorphological map previously
produced across French Guiana (Guitet et al., 2013) from the same DEM
but using a complex object-based approach that could refer to field tran-
sects for validation. We also scanned geomorphological maps of Amapa
(scale 1:750,000) produced by Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e
Estatística (IBGE) in 2004 and the recent version for ‘Amazônia Legal’
delivered in electronic vectors in 2015 for comparisons purposes.

2.3. Textural analysis

Using textural analysis, we wanted to characterize geometric
signatures, i.e., ‘a set of measures that describes topographic form well
enough to distinguish geomorphologically disparate landscapes’ (Pike,
1988). Signatures allowed us to identify what we call here landform
types that are assemblages of repeating patterns of landform elements
with characteristic patterns and scales of repetition (MacMillan et al.,
2000).

For textural analysis of the SRTM, we used Fourier-based textural
ordination (FOTO; Couteron, 2002; Couteron et al., 2006), which is
here applied for the first time in the field of geomorphometry. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, FOTO subdivides the SRTM image in square
windows (A) of chosen dimensions and analyzes spatial variations of
the SRTMgrey levels (i.e., elevation values) for eachwindow. These var-
iations characterize landforms, their shapes and their repetitiveness in
the analysis window. They are decomposed by the two-dimensional
Discrete Fourier Transform (2D DFT, Fig. 2B) in a space of sine/cosine
waveforms having harmonic discrete frequencies and covering all
directions of geographical space. This leads to the calculation of a 2D
periodogram (C) or spectral density of the SRTM image window
(Stoica and Moses, 2005) by taking the modulus of the Fourier coeffi-
cients yielded by the Fast Fourier Transform. The window mean eleva-
tion is subtracted before applying the 2D DFT (technically, the central
cell of the periodogram of “zero frequency” is set to zero). Furthermore,
periodogram entries are rescaled through dividing by the total variance
of grey levels (i.e., elevation here) in the image window (Couteron,
2002) as to make periodogram values (or ‘entries’) portions of the
total window variance. Equivalently, the periodogram can be obtained
by taking the Fourier transform of the autocovariance function of the
image grey level values (Stoica and Moses, 2005) before dividing by
total variance as to decompose the autocorrelation function with
respect to spatial frequencies. Autocovariance is a central structure
function for signals. It is closely linked to the semivariogram,
which has been used in geomorphometry to define texture features
(Balaguer et al., 2010). Bothmethods belong to the ‘statistical approach’
to texture (Haralick et al., 1973) that directly processes grey level
variations without any prerequisite of identifying objects.

FOTO then summarizes the 2D periodogram by calculating an
r-spectrum (D) giving the azimuthally averaged proportions of variance
explained by successive harmonic spatial frequencies r (expressed in
cycle/km) irrespective of geographic directions (Mugglestone and
Renshaw, 1998). This simplification from 2D periodogram to 1D
r-spectra means renouncing to the information relating to possible
main orientations or quantifying the magnitude of anisotropy, which is
accessible from the 2D periodogram (Mugglestone and Renshaw, 1998).
We shall show hereafter that the information contained in the variation
of a very large number of r-spectra over a broad territory is, however,
interesting for geomorphic mapping. But we agree that periodogram
features linked to orientations and magnitudes thereof would be worth
considering for future refined applications. Once computed, r-spectra
values are assembled in a matrix for which windows are rows and
harmonic spatial frequencies are columns. Each cell of the matrix ex-
presses the portion of window variance accounted for by a given spatial
frequency. On thismatrixwe performed a standardized principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) (Manly, 2004) in order to compare the texture of a
very large number of windows (here an order of tens of thousands of
them) on the basis of the associated r-spectra (Couteron, 2002).

The PCA is a statistical treatment for representing a data set with
several inter-correlated quantitative variables in a reduced dimensional
space. New uncorrelated variables (principal components or “axes”) are
linear combinations of initial variables. The first component is the linear
combination of the initial variables, which represents the maximum
variance. The successive components are orthogonally built and account
for shares of residual variance of decreasing importance. In FOTO, PCA
orders windows along texture gradients. Generally, the first axis
opposes the coarsest textures (i.e., patterns, reproducing themselves
one or two timeswithin the referencewindows) tofine textures (repro-
ducing themselves many times), while the second axis often opposes
intermediate textures to heterogeneous patterns involving coarse and
fine textures (Couteron et al., 2006). We expect windows located
around the origin of the axes to display a mix of different types of
texture (textural heterogeneity). Absence of periodicity in the image
window would result in a very prominent first axis. The size of the
analysis window determines the scale of analysis and therefore the
actual resolution of the output textural map.

By changing window size, the FOTO method allows for multiple-
scale analyses with the same initial data (here SRTM elevation image).
In addition to window size, using overlapping sliding windows allows
increasing the nominal output resolution (i.e., distance between the
centers of two successive overlapping windows). As already observed
(Couteron et al., 2006), texture gradients provided by FOTO change
progressively with window size, and complementary information is
to be expected only when using contrasted sizes. As landform sizes



Fig. 2. The steps of textural analysiswith FOTO. (A) Process starts with subdivision of the analyzed image into squarewindows; (B) decomposition of signal at window scale by 2D Fourier
transform; (C) 2D Fourier periodogram; (D) examples of r-spectra giving the proportion of variance explained by harmonic spatial frequencies for some hypothetical classes of texture.
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may be very variable and we are interested in landforms of 100 m
to 10 km, we have done dozens of tests with different scales
(i.e., different sizes of windows, from 300 ∗ 300 m to 15 ∗ 15 km). We
used the existing work on landform delineation carried out in French
Guiana (Guitet et al., 2013) to get preliminary information of the ranges
of sizes displayed by landforms in the Eastern Guiana Shield. From these
preliminary trials, we selected one reference output resolution (of
900 m between centers of sliding windows, which is a multiple of the
SRTM resolution) and three scales of analysis corresponding to window
sizes 2.4 × 2.4 km, 6 × 6 km, and 9 × 9 km. Through preliminary tests,
this set of sizes proved to be efficient for distinguishing the different
types of ‘landforms’ that were previously identified in French Guiana
by Guitet et al. (2013) and for highlighting similar landform shapes
and repetition thereof. The smallest scale of 2.4 km provides accurate
characterization for the repetition of small landforms (i.e., from 100 m
to the kilometer-like hills or inselbergs, for example),while larger scales
help to distinguish among larger landforms, as mountains or large
plateaus. We retained the three main PCA axes obtained at each scale
(window size) as new variables that summarize textural variation.
These axes explained at least 85% of the total variance of each of the
three scale-specific analyses (see the Results section, below).

On the basis of this set of nine axes, we then performed a general
ordination of landform types that we called ‘General Textural PCA’
(GT-PCA in the sequel) for having an overview of themultiscale textural
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variability. However, this ordination cannot make a distinction between
areas showing different ranges of elevation, slopes, and convexity while
displaying similar texture (see illustration in Fig. 3). Indeed, FOTO-based
textural analysis is a decomposition of the spatial autocorrelation function
(i.e., variation of relative elevation, Table 1). By design, it does not take
into account the absolute elevation or its range of variation (local relief)
as to decouple the study of 2D spatial variations from their grey level scal-
ing. This decoupling, whichwe initially adopted to get robustness against
instrumental artifacts of grey levels in air photographs (Couteron, 2002),
echoes a classical distinction in geomorphology between descriptors of
vertical (relief) and horizontal (texture/grain) variations (Mark, 1975).
FOTO is implementable via a program provided by N. Barbier that was
compiled from Matlab® (The Mathworks Inc.) functions (written by N.
Barbier and P. Couteron). The program uses geotiff format images and
yields the matrix of r-spectra as well as maps of window scores along
the three main PCA axes (geotiff format), which show texture variations.

Hence, in a second step, we used physiographic criteria derived from
SRTM in addition to textural signatures. The criteria selected for this step
and computed at 900 m resolution are presented in Table 1. Some of
them are straightforward (mean altitude) or have been defined in previ-
ous papers (dissection, convexity, wetness). We also considered the
relative extents of gentle and steep slopes. By using all these criteria,
our aim was to assess the complementarity with textural signatures
and express synergies between both systems in order to reach a more
relevant classification and mapping of landform types. For this, we run
a Global PCA (G-PCA in the sequel) with the 9 texture axes and the 6
Fig. 3. Illustration from arbitrary idealized elevation profiles of possible physiographic diversit
similar textures in spite of variation in physiographic features such as depth of dissection, elev
physiographic criteria (Table 1) as input variables.We pursued by a clas-
sification with 900 m as common output resolution using the K-means
method (Manly, 2004) implemented in R (packages ade4 - Dray et al.,
2016, and raster –Hijmans, 2016; R Core Team, 2017). The classification
was parameterized to provide 16 classes. This number was chosen with
the aim to cover the 12 landscape classes defined in French Guiana from
Guitet et al. (2013) with four additional classes that were not observed
in French Guiana though supposed to exist in Amapa, especially near
the Amazon mouth (Bizzi et al., 2001; Jardim et al., 2015).

2.4. From landform types to landscape unit mapping

To increase the legibility of the final map, we chose to aggregate the
landform types, which were sufficiently similar in terms of geomorphic
characteristics (i.e., texture plus physiographic criteria) while being
frequently contiguous in the map of landform types. To measure conti-
guity (Vogt et al., 2007), we counted the perimeter pixels between each
pair of types as to build a contiguity matrix (Saerens et al., 2005), which
was analyzed as to emphasize the groups of landform types that were
the most frequently contiguous (see Appendix B for methodological
details). We principally considered the geomorphic similarity as per
the final G-PCA and ensuing k-means clustering (Fig.7) to decide
whether to regroup or not. We then referred to the contiguity analysis
to understand to what extent the regrouping of landform types into
landscape units is improving the legibility of the map and how it can
be interpreted from a geomorphological point of view (Appendix B).
y in the classes of fine (A), intermediate (B), and coarse (C) textures. Profiles display very
ation, or convexity.



Table 1
Presentation of physiographic criteria and underlying relief properties.

Criteria Factor Computation Reference

Dissection Relative elevation range (Max elevation - min elevation)/mean elevation Modified from: Nir, 1957 and Jaeger et al., 2008
Altitude Mean elevation Mean value at 900 m resolution
Convexity Mean convexity Saga®: Terrain surface convexity Conrad, 2012
Flatness Area with gentle slope Number of pixels with slope b15% Guitet et al., 2013
Steepness Area with steep slope Number of pixels with slope N30% Guitet et al., 2013
Wetness Height Above Nearest Drainage (HAND) Number of pixels with HAND ≤2 m Renno et al., 2008

Nobre et al., 2011
Guitet et al., 2015c
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At the end of this process, we obtained eight landscapes units.
Workflow in Fig. 4 summarizes all steps of the process presented above.

2.5. Comparing results with available mapping

In the end, we compared our map of landscapes with the map from
Guitet et al. (2013, 2015c) in French Guiana, and the map from the
Brazilian Institute for Geography and Statistics (IBGE, 2004, 2015) in
Amapa.

The IBGE put online a more recent version of this map (IBGE, 2015)
having the same geomorphological units and associated boundaries in
spite of change in some unit names. This 2015 version has increased reso-
lution thanks to simple resampling and a nominal scale of 1:250,000. We
used this one for our comparison in order to benefit from a better resolu-
tion. Comparisons are presented in Appendix C, where more information
on the two external maps is also provided. Notablys that these two maps
are based on very different premises and do not ensure any consistency
of the mapping between the two territories of French Guiana and
Fig. 4.Workflowof the study. SRTM30m isused tomake a textural analysis using the FOTOalgo
with physiographic criteria to build and interpret a map with 16 classes of landform types wit
Amapa, which is among the rationales of the present project. In French
Guiana, Guitet's map is derived from SRTM elevation; while in Amapa,
the IBGE map is an expert-based interpretation on a set of Landsat (The-
matic Mapper – TM, and Enhanced Thematic Mapper – ETM) images and
SRTM data, featuring limits of relief units resulting from analysis of rough-
ness of terrain. The IBGEAmapa sheet is,moreover, just a fraction of a large
map covering thewhole Brazilian Amazon region andwhich ontology has
been designed at this very broad scale (1: 750,000). The quantitative com-
parison of our mapping with these two independent preexisting maps is
not to be seen as a validation process. It is rather a way to identify advan-
tages and drawbacks of our automated method by analyzing to what ex-
tent we detect and map the geomorphic structures that have been
emphasizedbypreviousmapsand towhat extentwemaybeable to gobe-
yond somepossible limitations of the existingmaps (especially in Amapa).

Information from some of the authors of this paper, based on their
field experience, direct observations (VDS, SG), and earlier publications
was also used to analyze and assess the different results and provide
interpretations.
rithm. Synthetic textural variables (i.e.,main PCAaxes at different scales) are then analyzed
h post-hoc clustering in eight landscape units.
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3. Results and interpretation

3.1. Textural approach

The correlation circle in Fig. 5 represents the first and second axes of
GT-PCA that synthesized the main textural gradients yielded by the
textural analyses at multiple scales (windows of 2.4, 6, and 9 km; see
also Appendix A). This GT-PCA yielded three first axes representing
respectively 33%, 25%, and 20% of total variance of the scale-specific
main textural gradients. Axis 1 (horizontal) is mainly built by first and
second axes of all the three FOTO scales (with a maximum correlation
relating to axis 1 at 9-km scale and axis 2 at 2.4-km scale). Axis 2
(vertical) of GT-PCA mainly depends on the third axes of all three
FOTO resolutions and, in smaller proportion, on axis 2 from scales 9
and 6 km. Last, axis 3 of GT-PCA (see Appendix A) is mostly composed
by axes 1 from scale 2.4 km and 6 km. The correlation circles of the
GT-PCA showed that the analogous axes of the three initial scale-
dependent FOTO PCAs were generally intercorrelated, thereby pointing
toward geomorphic patterns of fairly similar characteristic scales (about
200 m for axis 1 and N700 m for axis 2). This structure was very strong
regarding the batches made of the second axes of the scale-specific
FOTO PCAs (Fig. 5, along the horizontal axis) and the batch made of
the third axis of FOTO PCAs (Fig. 5, along the vertical axis). The first
axes proved less intercorrelated; and this can be explained because,
while extending the window size, some new types of geomorphic
Fig. 5. Correlation circle for the two first axes of the general textural PCA (GT-PCA, left) and
correlation circle. Large images encompassing 9-km windows selected for illustration sake (s
the scores on PCA axes of the reference windows (axis 1 then axis 2 and axis 3, respectively
number (×1, ×2, or ×3) and window sizes (2.4, 6, or 9 km). Right part, map of GT-PCA resu
different window sizes) are displayed as an RGB (Red-Green-Blue color coding system) colore
patterns are integrated in the FOTO analysis. We note that the axes
provided by the 6-km window logically had an intermediate position
among the analogous axes.

The interpretation can be carried out further when plotting all
the windows along the GT-PCA axes and when extracting pictures of
the most typical windows and texture types across the scatter plot
(Fig. 5). Pictures used in Fig. 5 to interpret axes are 9 km wide. Axis 1
proved to be relevant to measure textural grain (coarser side negative,
finer side positive). Position along axis 2 corresponded to grain regular-
ity with more homogeneity (dominated by intermediate textures) for
strongly negative values and more heterogeneity for positive values.
The definition of axis 3 (not shown in Fig. 5) is more abstract in terms
of geomorphological analysis and corresponds rather to the statistical
refinement of the trends depicted by the previous axes.

Themap on the right side of Fig. 5 is built on the three first PCA axes
coded in Red Green Blue (similarly to thewindow cloud overlaid on the
correlation circle). Thismap of theGT-PCA scores suggests the existence
of characteristic areas by color aspects. It exposes large areas with flat
relief in grey (i.e., very small values on all three axes) that correspond
to plains (window with coordinates 0 0 0 is typical). Regions in cyan
have positive values on axis 2 and negative on axis 1 (as for the illustrat-
ing window with coordinates −2, 4, 1) corresponding to very smooth
albeit ample reliefs (among which are mountains and large valleys)
whose size by far exceeds that of the analysis windows. At the upper
right part, regions in pale yellow with positive values on axis 1 and on
associated map of PCA scores (right). The overall cloud of windows is superposed to the
ymbolized in the map by a small black square) are displayed and associated figures are
). The variables (arrows) are axes of the scale-specific PCA with labels mentioning axis
lts where the scores along the three first axes (compiling 9 axes of 3 initial PCA using
d composition.
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axis 2 correspond to very small and similarly shaped reliefs repeated
many times in the analysis windows. We also observed size gradient
leading from small to larger landforms (in pink and purple, respec-
tively) having both diversified shapes. The first extremity of this
gradient corresponds to positive values on axis 1 and negative ones on
axis 2 with an illustrating window having coordinates (4, −1, 1).
The opposed extremity pertains to negative values on both axes,
e.g., window (−4, −3, 0). Between clusters presented above, interme-
diate areas colored in pale pink/purple/blue, according to variation of
window scores along axes 1 and 2 (pictures on bottom right) show
more complex, often heterogeneous topographic features. Inside the
coastal plains, some inclusions of bright colored areas (yellow, light
green, and orange) are present and indicate strongly negative values
on axis 3 (illustrated by window with coordinates 5, 1, −9), which
corresponds to strong variability in the vegetation cover.

3.2. Integrating physiographic criteria to texture

In a second step, we mix the nine scale-specific FOTO axes with the
physiographic criteria (i.e., Table 1) to carry out a G-PCA. Eigenvalues
(Fig. 7) of the three first axes reached respectively 26%, 20%, and 15%
accounting for a total of 60% of variance. On the correlation circle for
the first two axes (Fig. 7), we note that axis 1 is mainly composed by
elevation, steep slope fraction (‘Steepness’), and convexity on the
negative side, opposed to wetness, low slope fraction (‘Flatness’) and to
the first axis of FOTO at the smaller scale (2.4 km). The second axis is
built by axis 2 of FOTO at all scales. Overall, physiographic criteria are
mainly related to axis 1, whereas textural features are more correlated
with axis 2, suggesting strong complementarity between the two sets of
geomorphic features. Moreover, physiographic criteria allowed for
making abetter distinctionbetween someclusters that present quite sim-
ilar textures but correspond to different kinds of flat reliefs (e.g., within
low plains in grey or within high eroded tablelands in blue in Fig. 5).

The 16 landform classes requested through the K-means classifica-
tion on G-PCA coordinates allowed for interpreting the triangular
shape of the windows cloud by referring to mean values of the criteria
(Table 2) and to the average r-spectra of the classes (Fig. 6, computed
for the 6-km window).

The color chart in Fig. 7 and Table 2 highlights geomorphic similarity
between classes as a basis for grouping them into landscape units.
Classes 3, 5, 8, and 11 (negative part of axis 1) correspond to the highest
reliefs also characterized by steepness and convexity (Table 2) along
with heterogeneous texture at the scale of the windows used for analysis
(technically it means a nonstationary signal). The associated mean
r-spectra showed a fairly linear shape (with log-log scaling) for high
frequency but also featured a rapid decline for large spatial frequencies
Table 2
Main physiographic characteristics of the 16 types of landform as a basis for the defin
chart). Each landscape units can gather several landform types that share geomorphic
and occur as mosaics in thefield.

Class COUNT Convexity Slope (%) HAND (m)
MEAN STD MEAN STD MEDIAN MEAN STD MEDIAN

3 10474 0,4665 0,0622 25,61 15,07 25 42,45 38,72 33
5 11982 0,4545 0,0574 20,49 12,9 19 33,93 33,29 25
8 12437 0,4547 0,0599 18,98 11,75 18 26,11 23,8 21

11 20030 0,4336 0,06 14,61 10,2 13 19,39 19,23 14
9 16917 0,4454 0,0552 14,69 9,49 14 17,97 15,66 15
1 17866 0,4493 0,051 15,63 9,84 15 17,52 15,48 15
4 16166 0,4412 0,0507 13,24 8,67 12 13,73 12,11 12
6 6418 0,4377 0,0508 12,7 8,21 12 11,62 10,24 10

10 18037 0,4069 0,0691 10,12 7,68 9 10,02 9,76 8
16 18231 0,3996 0,0648 8,9 7,04 8 10,71 10,83 8
13 26257 0,4044 0,0586 8,67 6,38 8 9,71 8,94 8
12 14978 0,3816 0,0748 7,68 7,09 6 8,9 10,27 6
7 34852 0,3745 0,0669 6,01 5,49 5 7,07 7,43 5
2 29475 0,286 0,0888 2,51 3,42 1 2,27 3,51 1

14 4450 0,2206 0,0985 1,15 1,8 1 0,76 1,4 -
15 639 0,2336 0,0892 0,99 1,48 1 0,57 0,89 -
(above2–3 cycles/km) (Fig. 6). In Table 2, classes 3 and5 are characterized
by high relief (mean of 260m asl) with many steep slopes (mean of 23%)
and very high dissection (N140 m of amplitude) and were classified as
mountains. Classes 8 and 11 are less specific in terms of slope (mean of
16%), while displaying intermediatewetness (23mof HAND), high eleva-
tion (close to 200m) and also high dissection (close to 85m) characteris-
tic of mountains. Those classes of strong relief were opposed along axis 1
to classes 15, 14, and 2 relating to the flattest reliefs experiencing thewet-
test conditions that exhibited rapidly declining spectra suggesting partic-
ular weakness of fine-grained patterns. Classes 14 and 15 are very wet
plains because they showed high wetness (low HAND values b1 m),
with lots of areas prone to flooding. Relief is extremely flat (mean slope
of 1.5%) and altitude close to sea level. Class 2 is made of very flat plains,
with small elevation (mean of 20 m), very flat relief (2% of mean slopes),
and high wetness (HAND about 2 m). The remaining classes located
around the origin of the two axes are either of low specificity with inter-
mediate characteristics (classes 12, 13, and 16) or embodying transitions
(classes 1 and 7) between the aforementioned three main relief types.
Classes 9, 4, and 1 are related to irregular relief influenced by dissection
that induces heterogeneous texture often observed at intermediate eleva-
tion. Class 7 is interpreted as plainswith residual reliefs (like former insel-
bergs or hills), while the overall relief is much attenuated (mean slopes of
6%) butwith locally small places of higher elevation. In the coastal plain in
the Amazon mouth, it is referred to as terraces (IBGE, 2015). That class
also displays low convexity and dissection that induce pronounced
wetness (low HAND, about 7 m, see Table 2). It makes the geographic in-
terfaces with classes 14, 15, and 2. Classes 6, 4, 10, and 9marked the neg-
ative part of axis 2 corresponding to the finest and most regular relief
textures. In Fig. 6, the average spectra of these classes show a
characteristic shape with a levelling off for intermediate frequencies (be-
tween 1 and 2 cycles·km−1) before a rapid dwindling of the spectra for
higher frequencies. In Table 2, classes 6 and 10 appear as small reliefs
with few steep slopes (about 10%), average altitude of 120 m and
moderate dissection (about 45 m) that appears like a succession of hills.

3.3. Analyzing landscape units

For the sake of legibility and interpretability of the final map, we
regrouped the landform types showing sufficient geomorphic similarity
(as per the color chart in Fig. 7 and Table 2) into eight landscape units.
We used the contiguity analysis developed in Appendix B to assess
the relevance of the regrouping process and interpret the spatial
distribution of the regrouped landform classes. The interpretation of
some landscape units, such as ‘Mountains’ (classes 3, 5) and ‘Very flat
plains’ (class 2) is straightforward. We chose not to regroup this class 2
with ‘Very wet plains’ (classes 14 and 15) as these two classes had high
ition and interpretation for the eight landscape units (see last column and color
characteristics (from texture and fromphysiographic standpoints, see also Fig. 7)

Dissec�on (m) Eleva�on (m) Landscape unitMEAN STD MEDIAN MEAN STD MEDIAN
147,44 44,19 141 288,17 99,17 283 Mountains138,97 54,28 131 235,62 111,9 218
92,31 26,4 88 216,59 86,87 195 High tablelands, steep 

edges and foothills78,18 27,01 75 163,24 71,77 160
60,58 15,46 59 185,49 84,26 158

Tablelands65,61 17,36 63 161,35 69,99 151
50,37 12,96 49 171,61 59,93 174
45,66 10,27 44 124,16 42,61 122 Hills
43,28 12,92 42 116,7 55,86 109
43,99 16,1 41 158,7 61,05 151 Residual reliefs (eroded 

tableland)38,5 10,14 37 162,95 66,06 161
44,44 19,84 41 96,54 59,94 85
31,18 11,52 29 77,88 69,97 48 Plains with residual relief
14,8 7,79 14 18,69 26,53 11 Very flat plains
6,4 3,94 5 9,06 6,22 8 Very wet plains (lake 

areas)4,72 1,98 5 7,73 1,37 8



Fig. 6.Average Fourier r-spectra (computed for 6 kmwidewindows) formajor groups of landscape units. Spectra values are rescaled to unity to let theY-axis express portions of image variance
for successive spatial frequencies (abscissa, in cycles/km). Solid line: Hills.Dotted: Mountains/ high-tablelands. Dotted-dashed: Intermediate and transition units. Dashed: flat/wet plains. Only
this last group appeared fairly linear in log-log scaling, the other groups displayed a rapid decline for high frequencies above 1 cycle/km (dotted-dashed) or above 2/km (solid, i.e. hills).
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contiguity (Appendix B), while displaying geomorphic similarity, large
extent (in Amapa), and strong singularity owing to wetness and
waterlogging. ‘Hills’ are also a landscape unit regrouping two classes (6,
10) of peculiar characteristics, notably texture. Hills display a high level
of contiguity with the classes regrouped in the “Tablelands” unit (classes
1, 4, and 9). The two classes (8, 11) regrouped as ‘High tablelands, steep
edges and foothill’ rather mark the transition between ‘Mountains’, and
‘Residual reliefs, eroded tablelands’. This latter landscape unit is made
of an assembly of landform types (12, 13, and 16) recognized of interme-
diate characteristics on Fig. 7. The distinction between ‘Tablelands’ and
‘Residual reliefs, eroded tablelands’ implies a decrease in average slope
(from ca. 15% to 8%), in dissection (from 50–60% to 40%), and in HAND
index (from ca. 15 to 10 m) indicating higher wetness (Table 2).

3.4. Comparison with existing map

Detailed analyses underlying these comparisons are presented in
Appendix C. The IBGE coverage of Amapa relied on ‘formations’ that
have been defined at the scale of the entire Brazilian Amazon. Most of
Amapa was mapped as a single formation of very large extent (60%)
called “Convex” relief (IBGE, 2015). Within this area, several classes of
our map pertaining to ‘(High) Tablelands’, ‘Hill’, and ‘Residual relief’
(Fig. 8) have notable extents, and this geomorphic diversity was not
rendered by the IBGE map. Association indices (corrected frequencies)
between the dominant IBGE class and our units that overlap with it
were overall weak (Table C1 in Appendix C). The second largest IBGE
formation was ‘Plains’ (14% of Amapa, Table C1); and it, logically,
yielded strong association with our landscape units ‘Very flat plains’
and ‘Very wet plains’. Plains with lakes were also highly congruent in
the two maps. Our unit ‘Plains with residual relief’ also matched with
several IBGE classes that are of limited extent but for 'Tabular' (10.3%).
Our ‘Mountain’ unit showed strong agreement with IBGE formations
as ‘Pointed’ (‘aguçado’) and ‘Mountain side’.

The landscape map in French Guiana (Guitet et al., 2013) was closer
to ourmapping in terms of scale, though it featuresmore landscape units
(12 vs. 8 for our map) and the mapping method from SRTM data was
different. Table C2 (Appendix C) highlighted a strong agreement of the
twomaps for the classes related to plains andmountains. Our landscape
units relating to hills and tablelands were also congruent with the anal-
ogous classes of Guitet et al. (2013). But since our landscape mapping
aimed to be more synthetic (less classes for more than twice as large a
territory), several of our units displayed strong associations with more
than one of Guitet et al.'s (2013) classes (Table C2).

3.5. Overall interpretation of the final map of landscape units

The final map (Fig. 8) of Amapa and French Guiana displays the eight
landscape units. It allows a broad scale, overall interpretation of themain
geomorphic features of the Eastern Guiana Shield, which were first
sketched in Fig. 1. First, the very flat plains (dark blue) aremainly located
in eastern Amapa along the coastal line. That landscape unit is also pres-
ent in small proportion along French Guiana's coasts. Inside this land-
scape unit, very wet plains corresponded to several lacustrine systems
and areas prone to flooding in the southeast Amapa Cabo Norte region
(A on Fig. 8). The third landscape unit, i.e., plains with residuals reliefs
(light blue), stretch along the coastal line in French Guiana and along
the Amazon estuary in the south of Amapa. This unit also encompasses
large plains in the center of French Guiana corresponding to the Waki
basin (B on Fig. 8). Terrain of this unit is flat overall, but small local relief
can be found, like small inselbergs or isolated hills. Some similar plains
locally appear in central Amapa. A thin line of this unit is also marking
the inland fringe along the very flat plains in Amapa. It makes the transi-
tion with eroded tablelands that form our residual reliefs landscape unit
(pink in Fig. 8), which is a major geomorphic type in Amapa (consistent
with description of Boaventura andNarita, 1974). Indeed,wefind eroded
tablelands with residual reliefs all over Amapa, especially in the center,
north, andwest partswhere this landscape unit ismixedwith the typical
tablelands (orange in Fig. 8). It draws a geomorphic continuity between
the south of French Guiana and center-west of Amapa on both sides of
the Oiapoque valley. In French Guiana, the typical tablelands (in orange)
are mainly present in the east and southwest. In associationwith eroded
tablelands (in pink), they form two large areas. The first one extends



Fig. 7. Results of the G-PCA (integrating textural and physiographic criteria). (A) Map of 16 k-means classes. (B) Axis1-Axis2 plane, with mention of the deriving 16 k-means classes and
projection of windows (900-m resolution) along the two first axes. (C) Correlation circle of G-PCAwith projection of variables used along the two first axes. The color chart expresses the
grouping of landform classes into eight synthetic landscape units.
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from the east of French Guiana to the northeast of Amapa along the
coastal plain as tomark the dissected edge of the Guiana shield as a tran-
sition to the plain with residual reliefs (in light blue). The second one
stretches from the south of French Guiana to the west of Amapa around
the Tumuc-Humac Mountains (lower zone of the watershed centers).
The hills landscape unit (green) is almost exclusively located in French
Guiana, more precisely, in the northern half, along the Maroni basin (C
on Fig. 8). Small patches of that landscape unit occur in central Amapa.
Mountains (dark brown) are regionally organized in three belts
(Fig. 1): the first one composes the north synclinorium in French Guiana,
and the central one cuts French Guiana in half. The last belt associated
with high tablelands ranges compose the border between Amapa and
Southern French Guiana (Tumuc-Humac, D on Fig. 8) continuing toward
the south of Amapa to include Iratapuru Serra (Fig. 1) before endingwith
the Amazonian sedimentary basin parallel to Canal do Norte of Amazon
River (E on Fig. 8). Another, thinner mountain range (Lombarda Serra, F
on Fig. 8, see also Fig. 1) in northernAmapa is oriented fromnorthwest to
southeast and is less than half as long as the previous one. Finally, in the
center-south of Amapa, a small mountainous landscape unit is identified
south of themunicipality of Serra do Navio. The last landscape unit (light
brown) gathers foothills, steep edges, and high tablelands. It corresponds
to areas at the interface betweenmountains and tablelands or to borders
of tablelands cut by deep riverbanks with steep slopes like the Oiapoque
River's surroundings (G on Fig. 8). This valley about 3 km in width, in-
cises a large area of eroded tablelands, delineating the eastern border
of French Guiana with Brazil. We also note an area of high tablelands
(light brown) southwest of Amapa that is distinct from the other table-
lands because of the sedimentary nature of the surrounding substrate,
which is more erodible than crystalline soils (H on Fig. 8).
4. Discussion

The lack of geomorphic mapping at appropriate scales is a serious
limitation for assessing and managing land and resources in the parts
of thehumid tropics that are sparsely populated. To copewith the short-
age of manpower and means, automated or semiautomated processing
of freely available digital topographic information is an interesting op-
tion that was here tested at the scale of the Eastern part of the Guiana
shield (French Guiana and Brazilian State of Amapa).

Using the FOTO algorithm (Couteron et al., 2006), we analyzed the
textural information of SRTM with a multiscale approach in order to
map geomorphological features at a regional scale. Based on texture
indices, we obtained different types of geometric signatures relating to
landform types that allowed us to distinguish consistent geomorphic
patterns over the study area (Fig. 5). However, our textural approach is
principally designed to characterize how variations in elevation are dis-
tributed in the horizontal plane, in a way that is fairly decoupled from
the amplitudes of these variations. Indeed the FOTO method, through
the discrete Fourier transform, is decomposing the spatial autocorrelation
(Stoica and Moses, 2005) into spatial frequencies independently of local
mean elevation or variance. It is therefore not devised to distinguish
between topographic features that show the same patterns of autocorre-
lation but different absolute values or amplitudes of variation of the signal
(i.e., elevation, see Fig. 2). Following an ancient line of thought decoupling
‘texture-grain’ features from ‘relief’ amplitude variables (Mark, 1975;
Iwahashi and Pike, 2007), we enhanced the textural characterization by
adding simple physiographic criteria (mean absolute elevation, mean
local elevation, slope distribution, convexity, and wetness indices). They
logically proved complementary to synthetic textural variables as they
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determined a specific PCA axis (axis 1 in Fig. 7). Conversely, successive
PCA axes 2 and 3 in Fig. 7 were built from textural features and did not
substantially correlate with any of the six physiographic criteria.

We referred to the k-means classes resulting from the overall
approach (integrating synthetic texture indices and physiographic
criteria, Fig. 7) as “landform types”, i.e., ‘assemblages of repeating
patterns of landform elements with a characteristic pattern and scale
of repetition’ (MacMillan et al., 2003) with more or less homogeneous
elements of various shapes and sizes (indicated by the textural analysis),
situated in a specified context (indicated by the physiographic criteria).
Taking a leaf from MacMillan et al. (2003), we then moved to a more
synthetic upper level ‘by agglomerating similar, and adjacent, landform
types’. But we referred to them as landscape units instead of ‘physio-
graphic types’ as did MacMillan et al. (2003) because terminology in
the literature is variable and dependent on reference scales and
algorithms applied to DEM data (MacMillan et al., 2000; MacMillan and
Shary, 2008; Evans, 2012; Guitet et al., 2013). For instance, the data pro-
cessing scheme applied by Guitet et al. (2013) first identified 224,000 in-
dividual elementary landforms (object based-approach from SRTM).
Then they were aggregated with substantial expert input for mapping
the 12 landscape classes. Our landform types rely on shapes and patterns
of repetition of landform and are here identified semiautomaticallywith-
out delineation of individual landforms, before further aggregation into
landscape units. But the comparison for French Guiana (Fig. 9 and
appendix C) proved that both approaches yielded consistent results
(see below), though our system of eight landscape units (for French
Guiana and Amapa) aimed to be more synthetic. For comparison sake,
we also used in Amapa a map of geomorphological ‘formations’ pub-
lished by the IBGE at the scale of the entire Brazilian Amazonia. This
map was built on very different methodological premises compared to
the map of French Guiana by Guitet et al. (2013), and we would have
faced strong difficulties to draw a synthetic map for the two territories.
The mapping we expose in the present paper aimed to fill this gap by
implementing a consistent systemover the two territories,with potential
relevance for a large share of the Guiana shield. Comparing our eight
landscape units to the formations of the IBGE maps, we found (Fig. 9,
Appendix C) a good agreement for classes relating to plains (nuances of
blue) andmountains (nuances of brown). The comparisonwas, however,
limited as IBGE mapped 60% of the Amapean territory in a single forma-
tion of ‘Convex’ relief that overlaps with several of our landscape classes.

Whereas IBGEmapped inlandAmapa as a unique andundifferentiated
territory, ourmap showsmuchmore detail, with different landform types
(tablelands, foothills, hills, etc.) as evidenced by the reliefs of different dis-
section. The unit ‘High tablelands, foothills, and steep edges’ forma typical
landscape very specific to, and well developed, in Amapa (particularly in
the south). These provide more details around mountains where this
landscape unit is mainly located. We also identified hills in the center of
Amapawhere no reference to themwas previouslymade, at any scale. Fi-
nally, very wet areas can be specifically mapped in eastern and southern
Amapa. Even though they are well known and already mapped by other
techniques (Silva et al., 2006; IRD, 2008; Jardim et al., 2015), they never
were automatically mapped at these scales and that resolution.

Our classification allows definition of large regions (formed by
repetitions or mosaics of similar relief) but also particular reliefs
when they are well differentiated from the surrounding environments.
This is illustrated by the zoom box in Fig. 9, which allows us to identify
three small mounts around Cayenne city isolated in the largest coastal
plains (blue landscape units). Our classification also provides a new
picture of transitions between landscape units of large extent, as for
tablelands (orange) and residual reliefs (pink).

The contrasts in aims and scales with the maps preexisting in
our study area impede us from implementing a rigorous calibration/
Fig. 8.Map of eight landscape units (obtained by clustering 16 initial landform types). The initia
method) and physiographic criteria (see text for detailed information). Resolution based on sli
validation approach, especially in Amapa. Specifically, we had no inde-
pendent detailed mapping for sufficiently diverse parts of the territory
suitable for calibration or validation areas. This situation, however, pre-
vails over most of the humid tropics where regional-scale geomorphic
mapping is urgently needed to enhance land planning and natural
resource assessment. The comparison we made (Appendix C) allowed
us to confirm that the most peculiar structures (mountains, plains)
were consistently identified, while for most of inland Amapa, we
proposed a more informative mapping than the all-Amazonia ontology
of the IBGE map. Obviously, a system designed at larger scale, whatever
its merits, is likely to face limitations for downscaling. This also appears
for the worldwide precursor works of Iwahashi and Pike's (2007) map
that showed little agreement with our mapping as with the previous
map of Guitet et al. (2013) (results not shown). Class 9 of Iwahashi
and Pike (moderately gentle, fine texture, and high convexity) was
dominant for most of our classes as for those in Guitet et al. (2013).
Only plains and high reliefs were quite well discriminated by some of
Iwahashi and Pike's classes identified via the three variables (slope,
convexity, texture) that they relied on for their global classification.
Our results suggest that more variables, notably FOTO textural indices,
can be useful for classifying geomorphic types at regional scale.
Redundancy between geomorphic descriptors, which was pointed out
by several authors (Evans, 1972; Iwahashi andKamiya, 1995) is not a se-
rious problem since multivariate analysis (e.g., PCA) can help produce
new synthetic variables that are uncorrelated and efficient for ‘general
geomorphometry’ that is measuring, characterizing, and mapping the
continuous variations in a way applicable to any rough surface (Mark,
1975). We also verified that features provided by FOTO clearly relate
to texture-grain characterization (sensu Mark, 1975) in a way comple-
mentary with physiographic variables that express variations in slopes
and elevation and therefore ‘relief’. Progress can moreover be expected
by usingmultivariate approaches integrating geographic contiguity con-
straints so as to directly reach sufficiently compact landform types (Dray
and Jombart, 2011) or inversely to understand transitions between
types from multivariate descriptors (Couteron and Ollier, 2005). In the
present study,wemostly used contiguity analysis (Appendix B) to inter-
pret the spatial distribution of landform types in relation to their
regrouping into landscape units,whilewe basedmost of the aggregation
process on similarity in textural and physiographic variables (Fig. 7).
With the aforementioned multivariate methods, contiguity can be
directly integrated to the regrouping process. We found several main
patterns of contiguity. First, we had straightforward situations where
classes having closely related geomorphometric profiles (e.g., classes
14 and 15, and merged in a single landscape unit were frequently con-
tiguous). Second, we noted classes that we did not regrouped in spite
of a high level of contiguity and substantial geomorphometric similarity
(i.e., very flat plains and very wet plains), mainly because they are of
large spatial extent and also because their common boundary marks
an interpretable geomorphologic transition. A third situation is made
of frequently contiguous classes showing notable geomorphometric dif-
ferences that were allocated to distinct landscape units. Conversely,
some classes of strong geomorphometric similarity were generally not
contiguous and showed different patterns of spatial associations with
other classes. The ‘Eroded tableland’ unit provides a good example of
this situation. Constituting classes were kept in this unit for simplicity
sake, but subtler distinctions could have been made.

Thanks to the rapidity of our semiautomated approach, we reached
novel elements of concept concerning large territories that are mostly
covered by tropical forests, difficult to access, and where data are faintly
available. The approach allows a quick representation of information.
The improvement over Iwahashi and Pike's (2007) method by adding a
multiscale and comprehensive textural analysis leads to a richer
l classes have been delineated by applying the k-meansmethod to textural variables (FOTO
ding texture window centers 900 m apart.



Fig. 9. Superposition on ourfinalmap (see Fig. 8) of the boundaries of the publishedmain geomorphological regions (compiled fromGuitet et al. (2013) and IBGE (2004)) in FrenchGuiana
and Amapa respectively. Based on window centers 900 m apart.
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geomorphological characterization, especially in the apparently homoge-
neous tropical regions. From a practical point of view, applying the
FOTO method to SRTM data allowed us to describe the geomorphic
context of Amapa and French Guiana in an understandable way for
nongeomorphologist end-users of the maps in the fields of land
planning and natural resource management. Textural analysis based on
2D discrete Fourier transform proved useful and efficient to define and
map geomorphometric features that were not used before. The agree-
ment with existing sources of comparisons, including field experience of
some of us, supports the relevance of the approach as does the comple-
mentarity with older works (IBGE, 2004, 2015; Iwahashi and Pike,
2007; Guitet et al., 2013). We suggest this approach could be usefully ap-
plied for the entire Guiana shield and tested in other contexts following a
similar flow of operation provided that the multiscale combination
of textural analysis would be adapted and parameterized (through the
adjustment of window sizes) to the specificities of each context.

Supplementary Material

Software: the foto.exe program has been created by Nicolas Barbier
from earlier functions written by Nicolas Barbier and Pierre
Couteron in Matlab® language. It can be run on a Windows 64-byte
personal computer and is freely downloadable from http://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.1216005 or directly requested (nicolas.barbier@ird.fr
Fig. A1.Maps of windows scores for the three main axes for the PCA used in FOTO for an inter
overlaying of the three maps is expressed in Red Green Blue color chart at the bottom right. M
or pierre.couteron@ird.fr). Maps: digital versions of the Landform
types and Landscape units maps presented in this paper are freely avail-
able from http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1226381.
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Fig. A2. Correlation circles for the scale-specific PCA analyses used in FOTO for window sizes of 2.4 km (top row), 6 km (intermediate) and 9 km (bottom). The left-side column displays
Axes 1 and 2while Axes 2 and 3 are on the left side. Spatial frequencies are denoted through the correspondingwavelength, inmeters. Some values have been omitted to ensure legibility.

Fig. A3. Correlation circle of the “General Textural PCA” that combined themain textural gradients yielded by the textural analyses atmultiple scales (2400 km – denoted 2 km for brevity,
6 km and 9 km). GT-PCA processed the three main PCA axes obtained by FOTO at each of the three scales. Left circle for Axes 1 and 2, as in Fig. 5 of the main text. Right Axes 2 and 3. The
variables (arrows) are axes of the scale-specific PCA with labels mentioning axis number (×1, ×2 or ×3) and window sizes (2.4, 6 or 9 km).
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Appendix B. Presentation of the 16-class map of landform assemblages and spatial contiguity analysis thereof
Creation of contiguity matrix

The perimeter pixels were identified for each class using basic principles of mathematical morphology. (i) A binary image is first created by
affecting “1” values (against “0”) to all the pixels of a given class. These pixels are then “dilated” with a “structuring element” (loosely speaking, a
neighborhood) with a size of one pixel in each cardinal direction (Vogt et al., 2007). This means that the direct neighbors of these focal class pixels
are marked as “1”. (ii) The initial binary image is subtracted to the dilated image as to let the resulting binary image features pixels belonging to the
“outer” perimeter of the focal class polygons. (These also are “inner perimeter” pixels of the classes neighboring the focal class.) (iii) The outer

Fig. B1. Geomorphological maps of 16 classes corresponding to landform types. Classes have been delineated by applying the k-means method to textural variables (FOTO method) and
physiographic criteria.
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perimeter pixels are counted according to the classes to which they belong as to measure the spatial contiguity between the focal class and all the
other classes. Classes that are frequently contiguous to each other will tend to share a large proportion of their perimeter pixels. This step is iterated
for all the 16 classes thereby providing a “contiguity matrix”, M that cross-classifies outer perimeter pixels between the classes.

Let us denote M [mij] the contiguity matrix, which general term mij is the number of class i outer perimeters' pixels belonging to class j and vice
versa for mji. Since we are considering outer perimeter pixels, off-diagonal values mij and mji are generally not equal and M is non-symmetric. On-
diagonal values are by definition zeros. We compute a symmetric contiguity matrix M_tilde(i,j), as 0.5 ∗ (M + t(M)), where t(M) is the transpose of
matrixM. This stepmay be seen as averaging outer and inner perimeters' lengths of each class, though the inner perimeters are here implicitly assessed.
The off-diagonal values of theM_tilde(i j) symmetricmatrix reflect the spatial adjacency of the classes: the higher the values, the longer the perimeters
between the classes' polygons. Since all off-diagonal values are positive or null, Mij_tilde is thematrix of a weighted graph (sensu Saerens et al., 2005).

To analyze the contiguity matrix and reach clusters of classes showing high levels of spatial contiguity, we refer to the principles exposed in
Saerens et al. (2005), for “Principal Components Analysis” (PCA) of a graph matrix. Let D be the diagonal matrix featuring along its diagonal the
sum of M columns. A new matrix L is computed as: L = D – M. Saerens et al. (2005) showed that the “nodes” of L (here the landform classes) and
their relative proximity/distance (with respect to the shared perimeter length criterion) can be directly mapped in a Euclidean space. This space
may itself be approximated in a sub-space of reduced dimension by singular values decomposition (also known as diagonalization). This can be
done by carrying out a PCA on L, while the most relevant components providing the best approximation are in this case those featuring the lowest,
non-zero eigenvalues (Saerens et al., 2005).We applied standardized PCA to the L matrix computed for the 16 landform types.We kept scores along
the two components of smallest eigenvalues to carry out hierarchical clustering of the classes (Ward's criterion). All computations needed for the
present Appendix were performed using Matlab® with both existing and personal functions.
Fig. B2.Hierarchical clustering (Ward's criterion) of the 16 landform types units (numbers along the X-axis) with respect to a contiguity relationship based on shared perimeters lengths:
units that are grouped for a low level of variance (bottom of the Y-axis) are those that have polygons sharing the longest common perimeters. Colors indicate the landscape units towhich
landform classes have been affected (see Fig. 7 and Table 2 in the main text).
The obtained dendrogram (Fig. B2) summarizes the studied contiguity relationship. Landform classes getting grouped near the bottomof the tree
are thosewho are particularly associated in space (seemaps of classes). It is specifically interesting to interpret such spatial associations in the light of
the geomorphometric similarities which aremade apparent by Fig. 7 and Table 2 in themain text, and onwhich our eight landscape units have been
based. The most typical spatial clusters relate to “Mountains” (classes 3 and 5) or to ‘Very wet plains’ (classes 14 and 15). This second cluster is
logically then regrouped with “Very flat plain” (class 2). Two classes imputed to “Tablelands” (1 and 9) also show strong levels of contiguity. We
also note clusters expressing spatial contiguity for classes of different geomorphometric profiles and deriving landscape units: 4 and 6 (“Tablelands”
and “Hills”), 10 and 13 (“Eroded tableland” and “Hills”), 8 and 12 (“High tableland” and “Eroded tableland”), 7 and 16 (“Plain with residual reliefs”
and “ErodedTableland”). This last cluster is of clear interpretationwhen considering the eastern fringe of theGuyana shield in Amapa (mapon Fig. 5),
along which Eroded tableland share extensive borders with Plains with residual reliefs. The previous clusters express subtler spatial associations in-
volving particular classes related to landscape units of large extent (Hills, (High-) tablelands, eroded tablelands).Wemay note that classes regrouped
within these types based on geomorphometric similarity seem to have particular geographic distributions, e.g., for Eroded tableland, class 16 is more
in contact with the Plainswith residual reliefs while 12 is rather fringing High tablelands, and 13 tends to be adjacent to (Hills) (10). This is interest-
ing to note since the Eroded tablelands landscape unit is simultaneously of large spatial extent and of intermediate geomorphometric characteristics
(laying in the middle of Fig.7). At an upper level of the dendrogram (between variance indices of 0.4–0.6, Y-axis on Fig. B2), the classes affected to
Eroded tablelands are split between two (A and C) of the main clusters observed at this level (Fig. B2). The left-side one (A) reflects important levels
of contiguity between classes pertaining to Hills (class 6 and 10), Tablelands (1,4,9) and Eroded tableland (13). This cluster relates to areas where
Hills occur (mainly in French Guiana) and one may note that classes 10 and 13 are frequently separating Hills from Mountains or High tablelands
(Fig. 5 map of classes). The constituting classes of these two landscape units (3, 5 and 8, 11, respectively) are indeed part of the right-hand cluster
(C) in association with classes 12 and 16 of Eroded tablelands. Cluster (B) is clearly linked to the flattest reliefs.
Appendix C. Comparisons of our landscape units map with some existing mappings

The landscape unit map is presented in Fig. 8 of themain text. It is here comparedwith the IBGE (2015)map for Amapa and the landscape classes
from Guitet et al. (2013) for French Guiana.
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1) Objectives and methods

Using Qgis, we overlay the two maps in raster form and generate random sampling points over the area of overlap between the two maps. At each
point, category labels are extracted and cross-classified as to create a contingency table between the twomaps. Arbitrarily,we assigned rows indexed by i
to classes of the focal map and columns (indexed by j) to our landscape units. To ease the analysis of the contingency tables, we computed corrected fre-
quencies, that are fij = n.. ∗ nij/(ni. ∗ n.j), where nij is the number of points classified in cell i,j, ni isthe total number of points relating to class i and vice-
versa for n.j. n.. is the total number of points. Corrected frequencies substantially above one indicate a strong association between two categories of the
typologies compared. We did not provide test p-values since their results depend directly on the number of sampling points used, which is arbitrary.

2) IBGE map of geomorphological formations (in Amapa)

The IBGE map of geomorphological formations covering Amapa is a subpart of a large map covering all Brazilian Amazonia:
Fig. C1. IBGE (2015) Map of geomorphological formations.
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We used a random sampling of 55,000 points over the Amapa part of the study area to compare the IBGE formation map and our landscape unit
map. The resulting contingency table featured 38,756 points falling in the area of common validity of the two maps.
Table C1
Cross-classification of 38,756 sampling points between classes of the IBGE geomorphological ‘formations’ map (rows) and the landscape units (present paper,
columns). The last right-hand column and the bottom-row feature the percentages of sampling points in the different rows and columns, respectively. Relative
frequencies above 1.5 are highlighted.
The last column of Table C1 shows that the IBGE map entails a class (“Convex”) accounting alone for N60% of the area, which covers most of the
territory apart from the coastal plains. These plains correspond to the second most extended class (14.3%). Logically, we note strong agreement
between our landscape units relating to very flat/wet plains and IGBE classes relating to similar situations. We also note large agreement between
our two units linked to Mountains and High tablelands and the “Pointed” (sharply convex) class of IBGE. The agreement also applied to IBGE classes
ofminor extent pertaining to strong reliefs. Our unit “Plainswith residual relief” alsomatchwith several IBGE classes that are of limited extent but for
“Tabular” (10.3%). Themost extended IBGE class (“Convex”) only showedweak associationswith several of our landscape units pertaining to (High)-
Tablelands, Hill and residual relief. It therefore appeared as heterogeneous. This suggests that an important advantage of our mapping is to propose
distinctions within this very large class that is not very informative at the level of the State of Amapa.

3) Landscape map in French Guiana (Guitet et al., 2013)

Table C2
Cross-classification of 62,639 sampling points between classes of the landscapes map from Guitet et al. (2013) (rows) and the landscape units (present paper, columns). The last right-
hand column and the bottom-row feature the percentages of sampling points in the different rows and columns, respectively. Relative frequencies above 1.5 are highlighted.

From the cross-classification, we note the strong agreement between the twomaps concerning themain coastal plains categories (i.e., AC vs. our
classes 8 and 1) and hills (C vs. our 6). Logically, there is also excellent agreement for mountains (i.e., H versus our class 3), and good agreement
regarding plateaus/tablelands (i.e., F and C vs. our class 2). In spite of these agreements, we also note that for each of our landscape units there is
some scatterwithin several categories defined byGuitet et al. (2013). This reflects differences ofmethods and standpoints. There are twelve landscape
categories in the typology of Guitet et al. (2013) compared to only eight in our present typology, which also addressed Amapa and, overall, aims to be
more synthetic. The scattering into several categories is particularly important for our landscape unit “Plains with residual reliefs”, that shows high
relative frequencies with four landscape classes of Guitet et al. (2013). This unit mainly marks the fringe of the Guiana shield along the transition
with the sedimentary coastal plain and therefore is liable to overlap with several classes. It also includes the “inland plain” class of Guitet et al.
(2013), which is not distinguished in our present work because it is of limited extent and has a restricted distribution in the south of French Guiana.
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